BECOME AN EXPERT - RESURFACING PEELING

What is the Resurfacing Peeling Professional Treatment?

This treatment goes far beyond a simple surface exfoliation. It is a cosmeceutical response that intensively resurfaces, detoxifies and oxygenates the skin. Combining a manual microdermabrasion and an effective chemical peeling, this treatment restores the appearance of youthful skin. Pores are minimized, impurities removed leaving a clear radiant complexion.

The Resurfacing Peeling:
- Resurfaces and rejuvenates
- Detoxifies
- Re-balances and revitalizes
- Oxygenates

Who is the Resurfacing Peeling for?

All skin types – except very sensitive / reactive and very dehydrated
All ages

Particularly for:
- Oily skin
- Asphyxiated skin
- Dull/blotchy complexion
- Tired skin
- Dry, rough skin

Are there contraindications?

- Very sensitive / reactive skin (flushing, itching sensations, allergic skin)
- Skin with lesions: cuts, infections, herpes
- Recently shaved skin
- Pregnant women (no risk for the esthetician as we recommend wearing gloves)
- Dehydrated skin (recommend a hydrating program prior to treatment)
- Anyone under oral or topical dermatologic treatment: retinoids, actutane etc
- Skin still healing after surgical operation on the face/neck (seek medical advice prior)
- Sun burn

Resurfacing Peeling Treatment Kit

Box of 15 treatments containing 4 professional products:
- Detoxifying exfoliant paste
- Resurfacing peeling
- Re-balancing balm
- Oxygenating mask

Additional professional products needed (not included in the treatment kit):
- Cleansing milk & lotion duo, Eye Make-up Remover
- Desquacrem
- Suitable Sothys protection cream (recommended Hydrooptimal THI3)
- Complexion Perfector
The Resurfacing Peeling combines Microdermabrasion with natural corundum crystals and a Chemical Peeling with glycolic (20%) and salicylic (1.3%) acid.

**Benefits of the Micro-dermabrasion:**
The upper layers of the skin are composed of dead cells that are eliminated in the form of scales by the migration of new cells towards the surface. Skin cells are renewed every 28 days on average. Several factors including aging can slow cell renewal / cell turnover resulting in an accumulation of dead cells at the surface. The skin may appear thick, feel rough, look uneven and have a dull complexion. Micro-dermabrasion improves cell renewal. The natural corundum crystals help eliminate the build up of dead scales from the surface to reveal a new “fresh” layer of cells.

**Benefits of the Chemical Peeling:**
AHA’s (glycolic acid) and BHA’s (salicylic acid) are hydroxy-acids that eliminate superficial dead cells when applied on the skin. They exfoliate by reducing the cohesion of dead cells in the stratum corneum, facilitating their detachment (keratolytic action). Superficial peeling by these two molecules increases cell renewal and brings rapid results. Radiance is restored, the complexion is smooth, even and fine lines and wrinkles are diminished.

**Resurfacing Peeling active ingredients**

**Natural corundum crystals** – from the family of sapphires and rubies. They are grains of natural alumina crystal that provide an effective yet gentle exfoliation, eliminating the dead cells and impurities from the surface of the epidermis.

**Anti-pollution peptides** - a dipeptide which combats the harmful effects of pollution and stress. It protects all cell structures (proteins, DNA, cell membranes) from external aggressions. It enables the skin's metabolism to return to normal.

**Glycolic acid (20%)** – originated from sugar cane. In addition to exfoliating the dead cells, the glycolic increases moisture retention by binding with water and pulling it through the stratum corneum, improving skin hydration and overall skin health. It also reduces the amount of surface skin oil, which aids in the removal of blackheads and other skin impurities.

**Salicylic acid (1.3%)** – originated from the willow. It’s bonded to acacia gum to reduce any irritant potential and stabilize the salicylic acid in the upper layers of the epidermis for a more targeted exfoliating action.

**H2CR™ complex** - Cell Health Restoring Complex -developed by Sothys research; is a combination of a natural peptide and a powerful plant antioxidant. It boosts the health of the cells and invigorates cell activity. Skin health is restored.

**Dextran sulfate** - a polysaccharide widely recognized for its anti-inflammatory (test in vitro) anti-erythema (anti-redness test in vivo) and anti-edema properties.

**Biostimulins of corn** - promote skin regeneration. They increase cell respiration and cell oxygenation, a vital energy source.
Resurfacing Peeling treatment protocol

DETOXIFY Eliminates dead cells, cleanses clogged pores and optimizes the efficacy of the peeling in the next step of the treatment.
1 Detoxifying exfoliant paste.
Corundum crystals provide a micro-dermabrasion of the skin. Detoxifying anti-pollution peptide helps the elimination of micro-particles in the environment that asphyxiate the skin.

RESURFACE Dead cells are eliminated, cell renewal is stimulated.
2 Peeling renovator
This chemical peel contains a combination of glycolic acid (20%) and bonded salicylic acid (1.3%) with a pH 3.5
Its gel-cream texture was specially designed to guarantee the efficacy and tolerance of the peel and allow a soothing massage during its application. Wearing gloves is recommended. The massage helps diminish any stinging sensation.

Steam and Desquacrem precede extractions. Follow with additional Desquacrem application on the more congested areas / area of extractions.

RE-BALANCING
3 Re-Balancing Balm
The Re-Balancing Balm with H2CR™ cosmeceutical complex, as well as Jojoba oil and a Soothing Complex restores lipids & soothes the skin. The hydrolipid film is re-balanced, skin pH returns to normal and the cutaneous flora is restored. The skin is soft, regenerated & radiant.

OXYGENATE
4 Oxygenating mask Cells are re-oxygenated. The skin is hydrated and revitalized.
Corn biostimulins re-oxygenate epidermal cells, Hydra-softening complex (a natural amino acid trimethyl glycine and a derivative of urea (hydroxyethyl urea) provide optimal hydration and comfort.

Results Immediate & long-lasting results after 1 treatment. (tested on 20 volunteers, each receiving 1 treatment)
One week after the treatment:
Hydration / softness : 100% satisfaction
Finer skin grain : 100% satisfaction
Skin clear / smooth and renewed : 100% satisfaction
Complexion clearer, brighter :+34% (expert evaluation)

Homecare – C Renewal Program

Continuous Renewal Care night cream. Skin is repaired, reconstructed regaining the texture, glow and vitality of youth.

Double Renewal Peeling System A duo peeling system to reveal a fresh radiant complexion. Skin is renewed, fine lines and wrinkles smoothed, texture refined.

Micro Dermabrasion Mask A self heating home micro dermabrasion treatment to deep cleanse and detoxify the skin. Immediate renewal effect, smooth skin with fresh appearance and restored radiance.